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Eli's Promise Ronald H. Balson 2020-09-22 "National Jewish Book Award winner Ron Balson returns triumphantly
with Eli’s Promise, a captivating saga of the Holocaust and its aftermath spanning decades and continents. Readers
will not be able to put this book down, but will turn the pages compulsively with heart in throat, eager to learn the
fate of the Rosen family. Balson’s meticulous historical detail, vivid prose and unforgettable characters further
solidify his place among the most esteemed writers of historical fiction today." —Pam Jenoff, New York Times
Bestselling Author of The Lost Girls of Paris A "fixer" in a Polish town during World War II, his betrayal of a Jewish
family, and a search for justice 25 years later—by the winner of the National Jewish Book Award. Eli's Promise is a
masterful work of historical fiction spanning three eras—Nazi-occupied Poland, the American Zone of post-war
Germany, and Chicago at the height of the Vietnam War. Award-winning author Ronald H. Balson explores the
human cost of war, the mixed blessings of survival, and the enduring strength of family bonds. 1939: Eli Rosen lives
with his wife Esther and their young son in the Polish town of Lublin, where his family owns a construction company.

As a consequence of the Nazi occupation, Eli’s company is Aryanized, appropriated and transferred to Maximilian
Poleski—an unprincipled profiteer who peddles favors to Lublin’s subjugated residents. An uneasy alliance is
formed; Poleski will keep the Rosen family safe if Eli will manage the business. Will Poleski honor his promise or will
their relationship end in betrayal and tragedy? 1946: Eli resides with his son in a displaced persons camp in Alliedoccupied Germany hoping for a visa to America. His wife has been missing since the war. One man is sneaking
around the camps selling illegal visas; might he know what has happened to her? 1965: Eli rents a room in Albany
Park, Chicago. He is on a mission. With patience, cunning, and relentless focus, he navigates unfamiliar streets and
dangerous political backrooms, searching for the truth. Powerful and emotional, Ronald H. Balson's Eli's Promise is
a rich, rewarding novel of World War II and a husband’s quest for justice.
The Linen Queen Patricia Falvey 2011-03-02 Abandoned by her father and neglected by her self-centered, unstable
mother, Sheila McGee cannot wait to escape the drudgery of her mill village life in Northern Ireland. Her classic Irish
beauty helps her win the 1941 Linen Queen competition, and the prize money that goes with it finally gives her the
opportunity she's been dreaming of. But Sheila does not count on the impact of the Belfast blitz which brings World
War II to her doorstep. Now even her good looks are useless in the face of travel restrictions, and her earlier resolve
is eroded by her ma's fear of being left alone. When American troops set up base in her village, some see them as
occupiers but Sheila sees them as saviors--one of them may be her ticket out. Despite objections from her
childhood friend, Gavin O'Rourke, she sets her sights on an attractive Jewish-American army officer named Joel
Solomon, but her plans are interrupted by the arrival of a street-wise young evacuee from Belfast. Frustrated, Sheila
fights to hold on to her dream but slowly her priorities change as the people of Northern Ireland put old divisions
aside and bond together in a common purpose to fight the Germans. Sheila's affection for Joel grows as she and
Gavin are driven farther apart. As the war moves steadily closer to those she has grown to love, Sheila confronts
more abandonment and loss, and finds true strength, compassion, and a meaning for life outside of herself.
Fingerstyle Guitar Gig Book Bill Piburn 2010-10-07 This collection of 146 fingerstyle transcriptions and
arrangements covers a wide variety of styles including dozens of popular and jazz standards as well as blues and
country songs, sea chanteys, folk ballads, sacred, gospel and Christmas melodies, Celtic and patriotic tunes,
children's songs, classical and wedding music, and select Piburn originals. the book is designed as a resource for
guitarists in virtually any solo performance situation. the result of years of experience as an arranger/composer and

performing guitarist, this book provides a goldmine of tunes for the fingerstyle player. from Greensleeves and the
Girl I left Behind Me to 'Round Midnight and the Girl from Ipanema, this comprehensive anthology has it all. You'll
be able to compile your set lists for a broad array of venues from this single source! Intermediate to advanced in
difficulty with all tunes appearing in standard notation and tablature.
A Lucky Irish Lad Kevin O'Hara 2010-03-22 Kevin O'Hara recreates his boyhood with these wonderful stories of
growing up in Massachusetts in the 1950s and 60s as one of eight children. His parents, born in Ireland, came to
this country for their children's sake. His family struggled against grinding poverty but they never gave up and never
lost their faith that God had a plan for them. Kevin learned the lessons of making do and making things last, and
what the true riches of the world are: good health and the love of a united family. All these lessons grounded him as
he reached adulthood...and was sent off to fight in wilds of Vietnam as a reluctant solider. This book will tug at your
heart and make you cry tears of both sorrow and joy. It is a story about the Irish-American experience but it is much
more--it's the story of a generation growing up in the shadow of the Second World War and the start of a new age of
hope and promise, a time when people believed that anything was possible as long as you dared to dream and had
faith in yourself. And a little Irish luck couldn't hurt either. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Tell Them for Me Mary Pat Kelly Upright 2017-02-21 Tell Them for Me is a book of evidence that we are a spirit
being, not only a physical being. The death of Brian from the Vietnam War was the beginning of a spiritual
awarenesswhen an angelic messenger came to Mary Pat the night before Brian's funeral and made the
announcement through her grief that, 'Jesus has a reason for you.' This experience is only one of many that records
the truth of a spiritual kingdom in which Jesus Christ is Lord. Mary Pat shared a bold supernatural fight of faith when
her one-year-old baby girl became paralyzed by a malignant cancer: a neuroblastoma in her spine. Mary Pat cast
out a demonic spirit of cancer and saw it leave her child's back in the name of Jesus through His holy blood; her
daughter was healed. Growing up in a home where domestic violence, child abuse, and alcoholism were
experienced, Tell Them for Me shows that family dysfunction has no preference to social class, and spirit can
overcome any physical or emotional trauma on earth. Tell Them for Me also resounds with grace for forgiveness
when relationships fail or life may seem overwhelming. Joy prevails through the love of a God Who created us in

His image and does not leave us.
1949 Morgan Llywelyn 2010-04-01 Morgan Llywelyn's masterly epic, The Irish Century, continues in 1949, a sequel
to 1916 and 1921. The struggle of the Irish people for independence is one of the compelling historical dramas of
the twentieth century. 1949 tells the story of Ursula Halloran, a fiercely independent young woman who comes of
age in the 1920s. The tragedy of Irish civil war gives way in the 1920s to a repressive Catholic state led by Eamon
De Valera. Married women cannot hold jobs, divorce is illegal, and the IRA has become a band of outlaws still
devoted to and fighting for a Republic that never lived. The Great Depression stalks the world, and war is always on
the horizon, whether in Northern Ireland, Spain, or elsewhere on the European continent. Ursula works for the
fledgling Irish radio service and then for the League of Nations, while her personal life is torn between two men: an
Irish civil servant and an English pilot. Defying Church and State, Ursula bears a child out of wedlock, though she
must leave the country to do so, and nearly loses her life in the opening days of World War II. Eventually she
returns to an Ireland that is steadfastly determined to remain neutral during the war. 1949 is the story of one strong
woman who lives through the progress of Ireland from a broken land to the beginnings of a modern independent
state. The Irish Century Novels 1916: A Novel of the Irish Rebellion 1921: The Great Novel of the Irish Civil War
1949: A Novel of the Irish Free State 1972: A Novel of Ireland's Unfinished Revolution 1999: A Novel of the Celtic
Tiger and the Search for Peace At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Honeymoon in Tehran Azadeh Moaveni 2009-02-03 BONUS: This edition contains a Honeymoon in Tehran
discussion guide. Azadeh Moaveni, longtime Middle East correspondent for Time magazine, returns to Iran to cover
the rise of President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. Living and working in Tehran, she finds a nation that openly yearns
for freedom and contact with the West but whose economic grievances and nationalist spirit find an outlet in
Ahmadinejad’s strident pronouncements. And then the unexpected happens: Azadeh falls in love with a young
Iranian man and decides to get married and start a family in Tehran. Suddenly, she finds herself navigating an
altogether different side of Iranian life. As women are arrested for “immodest dress” and the authorities unleash a
campaign of intimidation against journalists, Azadeh is forced to make the hard decision that her family’s future lies
outside Iran. Powerful and poignant, Honeymoon in Tehran is the harrowing story of a young woman’s tenuous life

in a country she thought she could change.
Dare to Lead Brené Brown 2018-10-09 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Brené Brown has taught us what it
means to dare greatly, rise strong, and brave the wilderness. Now, based on new research conducted with leaders,
change makers, and culture shifters, she’s showing us how to put those ideas into practice so we can step up and
lead. Look for Brené Brown’s new podcast, Dare to Lead, as well as her ongoing podcast Unlocking Us! NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BLOOMBERG Leadership is not about titles, status, and wielding
power. A leader is anyone who takes responsibility for recognizing the potential in people and ideas, and has the
courage to develop that potential. When we dare to lead, we don’t pretend to have the right answers; we stay
curious and ask the right questions. We don’t see power as finite and hoard it; we know that power becomes infinite
when we share it with others. We don’t avoid difficult conversations and situations; we lean into vulnerability when
it’s necessary to do good work. But daring leadership in a culture defined by scarcity, fear, and uncertainty requires
skill-building around traits that are deeply and uniquely human. The irony is that we’re choosing not to invest in
developing the hearts and minds of leaders at the exact same time as we’re scrambling to figure out what we have
to offer that machines and AI can’t do better and faster. What can we do better? Empathy, connection, and courage,
to start. Four-time #1 New York Times bestselling author Brené Brown has spent the past two decades studying the
emotions and experiences that give meaning to our lives, and the past seven years working with transformative
leaders and teams spanning the globe. She found that leaders in organizations ranging from small entrepreneurial
startups and family-owned businesses to nonprofits, civic organizations, and Fortune 50 companies all ask the
same question: How do you cultivate braver, more daring leaders, and how do you embed the value of courage in
your culture? In this new book, Brown uses research, stories, and examples to answer these questions in the no-BS
style that millions of readers have come to expect and love. Brown writes, “One of the most important findings of my
career is that daring leadership is a collection of four skill sets that are 100 percent teachable, observable, and
measurable. It’s learning and unlearning that requires brave work, tough conversations, and showing up with your
whole heart. Easy? No. Because choosing courage over comfort is not always our default. Worth it? Always. We
want to be brave with our lives and our work. It’s why we’re here.” Whether you’ve read Daring Greatly and Rising
Strong or you’re new to Brené Brown’s work, this book is for anyone who wants to step up and into brave leadership.
Fireproof Alex Kendrick 2011-07-11 INSIDE BURNING BUILDINGS, Captain Caleb Holt lives by the firefighter's

adage: NEVER LEAVE YOUR PARTNER. Yet at home, in the cooling embers of his marriage, he lives by his own
rules. Growing up, his wife Catherine always dreamed of marrying a loving, brave firefighter . . . just like her father.
Now, after seven years of marriage, she wonders when she stopped being "good enough." Countless arguments
and anger have them wanting to move on to something with more sparks. As they prepare for divorce, Caleb's
father challenges him to commit to a 40-day experiment: "The Love Dare." Wondering if it's even worth the effort,
Caleb reluctantly agrees, not realizing how it will change his world forever. Surprised by what he discovers about
the meaning of love, Caleb begins to see his wife and marriage as worth fighting for. But is it too late? His job is to
rescue others. Now Captain Holt must face his toughest job ever . . . rescuing his wife's heart.
A Dance in Donegal Jennifer Deibel 2021-02-02 "Deibel's descriptions of Ireland's landscape, enticing cuisine,
sonorous language, and vibrant culture converge to form a spectacular background for the story."--BookPage
starred review All of her life, Irish-American Moira Doherty has relished her mother's descriptions of Ireland. When
her mother dies unexpectedly in the summer of 1920, Moira decides to fulfill her mother's wish that she become the
teacher in Ballymann, her home village in Donegal, Ireland. After an arduous voyage, Moira arrives to a new home
and a new job in an ancient country. Though a few locals offer a warm welcome, others are distanced by
superstition and suspicion. Rumors about Moira's mother are unspoken in her presence but threaten to derail
everything she's journeyed to Ballymann to do. Moira must rely on the kindness of a handful of friends--and the
strength of Sean, an unsettlingly handsome thatcher who keeps popping up unannounced--as she seeks to
navigate a life she'd never dreamed of . . . but perhaps was meant to live. Jennifer Deibel's debut novel delights the
senses, bringing to life the sights, sounds, smells, and language of a lush country and a colorful people. Historical
romance fans will embrace her with open arms. "God's redemptive love is the highlight of this debut work . . . Fans
of historical Christian romances in the vein of Kristi Ann Hunter and Jen Turano will want to keep an eye on
Deibel."--Library Journal "Deibel's exemplarily executed debut is a touching tale of love and forgiveness that also
beautifully captures the warmth and magic of 1920s Ireland. The author's flair for vivid characterization is especially
striking in Moira, whose realistic struggles with her faith give her memorable depth and relatability."--Booklist
A Son Called Gabriel Damian McNicholl 2006-05-16 Set in the hills of Northern Ireland in the 1960's and 70's, A
Son Called Gabriel is a deeply felt and often funny coming-of-age novel that is ultimately unforgettable. Gabriel
Harkin, the eldest of four children in a working-class family, struggles through a loving yet often brutal childhood. It's

a turbulent time in Ulster, and in the staunchly Catholic community to which Gabriel belongs, the rigid code for belief
and behaviour is clear. As Gabriel begins to suspect that he s not like other boys, he tries desperately to lock away
his feelings, and his fears. But secrets have a way of being discovered, and Gabriel learns that his might not be the
only one in the Harkin family.
Carnegie's Maid Marie Benedict 2018-01-16 The USA Today Bestseller From the author of The Other Einstein
comes the mesmerizing tale of what kind of woman could have inspired an American dynasty. Clara Kelley is not
who they think she is. She's not the experienced Irish maid who was hired to work in one of Pittsburgh's grandest
households. She's a poor farmer's daughter with nowhere to go and nothing in her pockets. But the other woman
with the same name has vanished, and pretending to be her just might get Clara some money to send back home. If
she can keep up the ruse, that is. Serving as a lady's maid in the household of Andrew Carnegie requires skills she
doesn't have, answering to an icy mistress who rules her sons and her domain with an iron fist. What Clara does
have is a resolve as strong as the steel Pittsburgh is becoming famous for, coupled with an uncanny understanding
of business, and Andrew begins to rely on her. But Clara can't let her guard down, not even when Andrew becomes
something more than an employer. Revealing her past might ruin her future — and her family's. With captivating
insight and heart, Carnegie's Maid tells the story of one brilliant woman who may have spurred Andrew Carnegie's
transformation from ruthless industrialist into the world's first true philanthropist.
At Weddings and Wakes Alice McDermott 2009-11-24 The three children of an Irish-American family in Long Island
are witnesses to the cycles of dissatisfaction, bitterness and recurring affection that make up the lives of their
extended family. A tender, sad and funny book from the author of the National Book Award-nominated That Night
and Charming Billy
Ghosts of the Missing Kathleen Donohoe 2020 "In the vein of The Lovely Bones and The Little Friend, Ghosts of the
Missing follows the mysterious disappearance of a twelve-year-old girl during a town parade and the reverberations
of this tragedy throughout the town"-Swampoodle P. D. St. Claire 2010-04-15 A refugee of the Great Famine, Jack Hennessey lands as an infant in
Baltimore in 1848. On the death of his mother in 1864, he moves to Washington, DC, finding work at a saloon in
Swampoodle, an Irish slum just north of the Capitol. From here, the story picks up in 1936. Diagnosed with terminal
cancer, Jack Hennessey is determined that Hennessey Construction, his life's work, will survive for those he leaves

behind, most importantly Paddy Riley, a son in all things excepting blood, and his wife and children. There are
flashbacks throughout as Jack Hennessey relives his early years, marked most tragically by the death in 1892 of his
wife, Christine, and their only child. On travelling in 1893 to Ireland to spend time with Christine's family, he also
travels to the place of his own birth. It is here that he meets and uncle and over the course of a summer comes to a
grounding that not only reconciles him to his mother's memory, but also to a clear understanding of who he is and
where he belongs - an American in America.
Testimony of an Irish Slave Girl Kate McCafferty 2005 This is the story of Cot Daley, a young girl kidnapped from
her home in Galway, and shipped out to Barbados, where more than fifty thousand Irish sold to as indentured
servants to the plantation owners of the Caribbean work the land alongside African slaves. Most of them would
never see their families again.
Paddy's Lament, Ireland 1846-1847 Thomas Gallagher 1987 Ireland in the mid-1800s was primarily a population of
peasants, forced to live on a single, moderately nutritious crop: potatoes. Suddenly, in 1846, an unknown and
uncontrollable disease turned the potato crop to inedible slime, and all Ireland was threatened. Index.
Irish Above All Mary Pat Kelly 2019-02-05 Mary Pat Kelly draws upon family heritage to continue the story of Nora
Kelly--begun in Of Irish Blood--with a striking novel of historical fiction in Irish Above All. After ten years in Paris,
where she learned photography and became part of the movement that invented modern art, Chicago-born, IrishAmerican Nora Kelly is at last returning home. Her skill as a photographer will help her cousin Ed Kelly in his rise to
Mayor of Chicago. But when she captures the moment an assassin’s bullet narrowly misses President-elect Franklin
Roosevelt and strikes Anton Cermak in February 1933, she enters a world of international intrigue and danger.
Now, she must balance family obligations against her encounters with larger-than-life historical characters, such as
Joseph Kennedy, Big Bill Thompson, Al Capone, Mussolini, and the circle of women who surround F.D.R. Nora
moves through the Roaring Twenties, the Great Depression, and World War II, but it’s her unexpected trip to Ireland
that transforms her life. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
Martin Scorsese Mary Pat Kelly 1996 - Includes a section on the making of the much-anticipated Gangs of New
York starring Leonardo DiCaprio- With an updated chronology, filmography, and index
Outlander Diana Gabaldon 2010-12-22 Claire Randall is leading a double life. She has a husband in one century,

and a lover in another... In 1945, Claire Randall, a former combat nurse, is back from the war and reunited with her
husband on a second honeymoon—when she innocently touches a boulder in one of the ancient stone circles that
dot the British Isles. Suddenly she is a Sassenach—an "outlander"—in a Scotland torn by war and raiding border
clans in the year of our Lord...1743. Hurled back in time by forces she cannot understand, Claire's destiny in soon
inextricably intertwined with Clan MacKenzie and the forbidden Castle Leoch. She is catapulted without warning into
the intrigues of lairds and spies that may threaten her life ...and shatter her heart. For here, James Fraser, a gallant
young Scots warrior, shows her a passion so fierce and a love so absolute that Claire becomes a woman torn
between fidelity and desire...and between two vastly different men in two irreconcilable lives.
In the Galway Silence Ken Bruen 2018-11-13 A New York Times Best Mystery of the Year: A hard-drinking
detective deals with double murder and an elusive vigilante. After much tragedy and violence, Jack Taylor has at
long last landed at contentment. Of course, he still knocks back too much Jameson and dabbles in uppers, but he
has a new woman in his life, a freshly bought apartment, and little sign of trouble on the horizon—until a wealthy
Frenchman comes to him with a request to investigate the double murder of his twin sons. Jack is meanwhile roped
into looking after his girlfriend’s nine-year-old, and is in for a shock with the appearance of a character out of his
past. The plot is one big chess game and all of the pieces seem to be moving at the behest of one dangerously
mysterious player: a vigilante called “Silence,” because he’s the last thing his victims will ever hear. This new novel
filled with suspense and pitch-dark humor comes from a Shamus Award-winning author who’s been called “hard to
resist, with his aching Irish heart, silvery tongue, and bleak noir sensibility” (TheNew York Times Book Review).
“The Godfather of the modern Irish crime novel.”—Irish Independent
Galway Bay Mary Pat Kelly 2014-07-02 "In the bestselling tradition of Frank Delaney, Colleen McCullough, and
Maeve Binchy comes a poignant historical family saga set against Ireland's Great Starvation and the building of
Chicago."--Provided by the publisher.
Galway Bay Mary Pat Kelly 2009-02-09 In the bestselling tradition of Frank Delaney, Colleen McCullough, and
Maeve Binchy comes a poignant historical family saga set against the Famine. In a hidden Ireland where fishermen
and tenant farmers find solace in their ancient faith, songs, stories, and communal celebrations, young Honora
Keeley and Michael Kelly wed and start a family. Because they and their countrymen must sell both their catch and
their crops to pay exorbitant rents, potatoes have become their only staple food. But when blight destroys the

potatoes three times in four years, a callous government and uncaring landlords turn a natural disaster into The
Great Starvation that will kill one million. Honora and Michael vow their children will live. The family joins two million
other Irish refugees--victims saving themselves--in the emigration from Ireland. Danger and hardship await them in
America. Honora, her unconventional sister Mv°ire, and their seven sons help transform Chicago from a frontier
town to the "City of the Century." The boys go on to fight in the Civil War and enlist in the cause of Ireland's
freedom. Spanning six generations and filled with joy, sadness, and heroism, Galway Bay sheds brilliant light on the
ancestors of today's forty-four million Irish Americans--and is a universal story you will never forget.
The Girl from Ballymor Kathleen McGurl 2017-09-07 What would you sacrifice for your children?
Red Thread of Fate Lyn Liao Butler 2022-02-08 In the wake of a tragedy and fueled by guilt from a secret she's kept
for years, a woman discovers how delicate the thread that binds family is in this powerful novel by Lyn Liao Butler.
Two days before Tam and Tony Kwan receive their letter of acceptance for the son they are adopting from China,
Tony and his estranged cousin Mia are killed unexpectedly in an accident. A shell-shocked Tam learns she is
named the guardian to Mia’s five-year-old daughter, Angela. With no other family around, Tam has no choice but to
agree to take in the girl she hasn’t seen since the child was an infant. Overwhelmed by her life suddenly being
upended, Tam must also decide if she will complete the adoption on her own and bring home the son waiting for her
in a Chinese orphanage. But when a long-concealed secret comes to light just as she and Angela start to bond,
their fragile family is threatened. As Tam begins to unravel the events of Tony and Mia’s past in China, she
discovers the true meaning of love and the threads that bind her to the family she is fated to have.
The Girls of Ennismore Patricia Falvey 2017-03-28 As Ireland enters the twentieth century, two girls—close friends
yet from different worlds—navigate their journeys into womanhood in this sweeping novel. On a June morning in
1900, Rosie Killeen crosses the road that divides her family's County Mayo farm from the estate of Lord and Lady
Ennis. Barely eight years old, Rosie joins the throng of servants who maintain the “big house.” But even more
momentous for Rosie ins her chance meeting with the Ennis's lonely young daughter, Victoria Bell. Though the
children of the gentry seldom fraternize with locals, Lord Ennis arranges for Rosie to join in Victoria's school
lessons. For Rosie, the opportunity is exhilarating yet isolating. Victoria's governess objects to teaching a peasant
girl, while the other servants resent Rosie's escape from life below stairs. To complicate matters further, Rosie finds
herself growing closer to Victoria's older brother, Valentine. The girls' friendship is interrupted when Victoria is sent

to Dublin for the coming season. But Ireland is changing too. The country's struggle for Home Rule, the outbreak of
the Great War, and a looming Easter rebellion all herald a new era. And for Rosie, family loyalty, love, friendship
and patriotism will all collide in life-changing ways, leading her through heartbreak and loss in search of her own
triumphant independence.
The Yellow House Patricia Falvey 2010-02-15 THE YELLOW HOUSE delves into the passion and politics of
Northern Ireland at the beginning of the 20th Century. Eileen O'Neill's family is torn apart by religious intolerance
and secrets from the past. Determined to reclaim her ancestral home and reunite her family, Eileen begins working
at the local mill, saving her money and holding fast to her dream. As war is declared on a local and global scale,
Eileen cannot separate the politics from the very personal impact the conflict has had on her own life. She is soon
torn between two men, each drawing her to one extreme. One is a charismatic and passionate political activist
determined to win Irish independence from Great Britain at any cost, who appeals to her warrior's soul. The other is
the wealthy and handsome black sheep of the pacifist family who owns the mill where she works, and whose
persistent attention becomes impossible for her to ignore.
I Called Her Mary Thomas Gorman 2021-09 Peg Holland became pregnant as a teenager in a conservative village
in 1950s Ireland. She knew her life would never be the same again. She was sent away in shame only to find
courage and wisdom deep within her soul that led her to the greatest life, husband, and family.Being poor and not
having many options, Peg's parents sent her to Sean Ross Abbey to deliver the baby. After her baby, Mary, is born,
Peg and Mary are heckled and ridiculed by townspeople for ninth months until Peg decides she must give Mary up
for adoption so she can have a better life. This decision haunts her the rest of her life. Having nothing left to keep
her in Ireland, Peg leaves home to work as an indentured servant for a family in America. Mick O'Hagan is swept
away by Peg and wants to marry her. She refuses due to the secret of her baby that no one knows about. After
seeking advice, Peg's mother tells her to not start her new life off with a lie and to tell Mick everything if she truly
loves him.Fifty years after the birth of Mary, Peg receives a phone call from her daughter. They are reunited and the
family only grows bigger and stronger because of their love. They share many stories of what each other missed out
on but as the stories are told new details emerge. The story that Peg told of the adoption and giving Mary away
don't match up to the letters documents that Mary possesses. After Mick's passing, Peg cleans out the closets and
stumbles across these documents that Mary shared with her. Fighting past the trauma of giving Mary up at such a

young age, memories come flooding back and a new truth of what actually happened comes to light - Mary lived
with the nuns at the abbey for a year. On the back deck, Peg and Mary continue their beautiful relationship and
reflect upon how wonderful, despite all the heartache, their lives turned out.
Galway Bay Mary Pat Kelly 2009-02-09 In the bestselling tradition of Frank Delaney, Colleen McCullough, and
Maeve Binchy comes a poignant historical family saga set against the Famine. In a hidden Ireland where fishermen
and tenant farmers find solace in their ancient faith, songs, stories, and communal celebrations, young Honora
Keeley and Michael Kelly wed and start a family. Because they and their countrymen must sell both their catch and
their crops to pay exorbitant rents, potatoes have become their only staple food. But when blight destroys the
potatoes three times in four years, a callous government and uncaring landlords turn a natural disaster into The
Great Starvation that will kill one million. Honora and Michael vow their children will live. The family joins two million
other Irish refugees--victims saving themselves--in the emigration from Ireland. Danger and hardship await them in
America. Honora, her unconventional sister Máire, and their seven sons help transform Chicago from a frontier town
to the "City of the Century." The boys go on to fight in the Civil War and enlist in the cause of Ireland's freedom.
Spanning six generations and filled with joy, sadness, and heroism, GALWAY BAY sheds brilliant light on the
ancestors of today's forty-four million Irish Americans--and is a universal story you will never forget.
Norah Cynthia Neale 2014-02-05 Follow the journey of Norah McCabe, a courageous young woman fleeing her
Irish home devastated by famine and arriving in the rough and tumble world of New York City of the 1850s. For the
new immigrant every aspect of life is a challenge, negotiating a rapacious underworld, racism, poverty, and the
struggle to find meaningful work. But there are riches and opportunities here as well, and Norah is determined to
thrive in her new country through grit, her skills as a dress maker, and her unshakable dream of a better life.
Meticulously researched, filled with voices of New York City’s multitudes, and tinged with romance, Cynthia Neale’s
Norah offers a compelling heroine in the classic tradition of American immigrant stories.
Angela's Ashes Frank McCourt 1996 The author recounts his childhood in Depression-era Brooklyn as the child of
Irish immigrants who decide to return to worse poverty in Ireland when his infant sister dies. 40,000 first printing.
$35,000 ad/promo. First serial, The New Yorker.
Special Intentions Mary Pat Kelly 1997 Describes the story of the life of Margaret Mary Lynch, a young nun living in

Ireland during the 1960s, and her decision to leave the convent and find another path to God.
The Famished Land Elizabeth Byrd 1978-09-01
Good to Go Mary Pat Kelly 2015-05-15 So perfectly executed was the mission to rescue Capt. Scott O'Grady that it
amazed even the men responsible. Just five hours after radio contact was first made with Basher 52 - O'Grady's call
sign the Air Force captain was safely on board the USS Kearsarge. The downed F-16 fighter pilot's rescue from a
Bosnian mountainside by Col. Martin Berndt's 24th Marine Expeditionary Unit electrified the nation in June 1995
and renewed many Americans' faith in the military. This book tells the story of the mission in the words of the men
who commanded, planned, and carried it out. To get the inside account, Mary Pat Kelly traveled throughout Europe
to conduct more than one hundred interviews, visiting U.S. ships and bases and UN posts in Croatia and Bosnia
where participants were stationed. Admiral Leighton W. Smith Jr., commander in chief of U.S. naval forces in
Europe and head of NATO forces in the Southern European theater, provides the framework with his day-to-day
commentary on the efforts to find Captain O'Grady and a nearly minute-by-minute record of the rescue itself. In
concert with Lt. Gen. Michael E. Ryan, commander of U.S. and NATO air forces, the admiral reveals the decisionmaking process that led to the "Good to Go" order. Readers then hear from the Tactical Recovery of Aircraft and
Personnel (TRAP) team-the Navy and Marine Corps commanders, pilots, crew chiefs, and grunts who made it
happen. Speaking for the Navy are Capt. Christopher Cole, skipper of the Kearsarge, Commo. Jerome Schill, and
their staffs, from the intelligence officers to the grapes who fueled the aircraft. Captain O'Grady puts his own
experiences in the context of overall events.
Proudly We Served Mary Pat Kelly 2015-02-15 Few Americans know the history-changing story of the USS Mason,
a World War II warship manned by an African-American crew that served as a role model for the integration of U.S.
Navy ships. At a time when most blacks in the Navy were relegated to mess duties, the crew of the USS Mason
escorted six convoys across the perilous North Atlantic, from the weeks leading up the D-Day invasions until V-E
day in 1945. As part of the so-called Hunter-Killer groups that defeated the German U-boats, they helped win the
Battle of the Atlantic. Proudly We Served: The Men of the USS Mason tells the story of these brave men and their
contributions to the Allied victory. Their success had a direct impact on President Harry S. Truman’s decision to
integrate all of America’s armed forces after the war. Recommended in 1944 for a commendation for their heroic
actions during a violent storm, the Mason sailors finally received that commendation in 1995, after the publication of

this book in hardcover and the release of a companion documentary. The men and ship have been further honored
by the Navy’s decision to name a new destroyer (DDG 87) after the Mason and propagate its proud heritage into the
twenty-first century.
That Kennedy Girl, Robert DeMaria, Jr. 2005-03-01
The Imposter Bride Nancy Richler 2013-01-29 The Imposter Bride by Nancy Richler is an unforgettable novel about
a mysterious mail-order bride in the wake of WWII, whose sudden decision ripples through time to deeply impact
the daughter she never knew In the wake of World War II, a young, enigmatic woman named Lily arrives in Montreal
on her own, expecting to be married to a man she's never met. But, upon seeing her at the train station, Sol Kramer
turns her down. Out of pity, his brother Nathan decides to marry her instead, and pity turns into a deep—and
doomed—love. It is immediately clear that Lily is not who she claims to be. Her attempt to live out her life as Lily
Azerov shatters when she disappears, leaving a new husband and a baby daughter with only a diary, a large uncut
diamond – and a need to find the truth Who is Lily and what happened to the young woman whose identity she
stole? Why has she left and where did she go? It's up to the daughter Lily abandoned to find the answers to these
questions, as she searches for the mother she may never find or truly know.
Of Irish Blood Mary Pat Kelly 2015-02-03 It's 1903. Nora Kelly, twenty-four, is talented, outspoken, progressive, and
climbing the ladder of opportunity, until she falls for an attractive but dangerous man who sends her running back to
the Old World her family had fled. Nora takes on Paris, mixing with couturiers, artists, and "les femmes
Americaines" of the Left Bank such as Gertrude Stein and Sylvia Beach. But when she stumbles into the centuriesold Collège des Irlandais, a good-looking scholar, an unconventional priest, and Ireland's revolutionary women
challenge Nora to honor her Irish blood and join the struggle to free Ireland. Author Mary Pat Kelly weaves historical
characters such as Maud Gonne, William Butler Yeats, Countess Markievicz, Michael Collins, and Eamon de
Valera, as well as Gabrielle Chanel, Gertrude Stein, James Joyce, and Nora Barnicle, into Of Irish Blood, a vivid
and compelling story inspired by the life of her great-aunt. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Mortal Friends James Carroll 2022-10-25 From the author of the National Book Award–winning An American
Requiem and the classic bestseller Constantine’s Sword comes the story of Colman Brady, an Irish farmer who
involves himself in the Irish rebellion of the early 1920s and later escapes to Boston where he rises to and falls from

political power and seeks a second chance through the life of his son. Richly imagined scenes, a complex plot and
masterful writing combine fact and fiction; characters like Mayor Curley of Boston and the Kennedys come to life in
this classic saga of Irish-America as seen through the eyes of one revolutionary as he makes the daring choices
that will shape his, and his son’s, fate.
That Further Shore John D. Feerick 2020-04-21 A rare and evocative memoir of a respected constitutional scholar,
dedicated public servant, political reformer, and facilitator of peace in the land of his ancestors. John D. Feerick’s
life has all the elements of a modern Horatio Alger story: the poor boy who achieves success by dint of his hard
work. But Feerick brought other elements to that classic American success story: his deep religious faith, his
integrity, and his paramount concern for social justice. In his memoir, That Further Shore, Feerick shares his
inspiring story, from his humble beginnings: born to immigrant parents in the South Bronx, going on to practice law,
participating in framing the U.S. Constitution’s Twenty-Fifth Amendment, serving as dean of Fordham Law, and
serving as President of the New York City Bar Association and chair of state commissions on government integrity.
Beginning with Feerick’s ancestry and early life experiences, including a detailed genealogical description of
Feerick’s Irish ancestors in County Mayo and his laborious quest to identify them and their relationships with one
another, the book then presents an evocative survey of the now-vanished world of a working-class Irish Catholic
neighborhood in the South Bronx. Feerick’s account of how he financed his education from elementary school
through law school is a moving tribute to the immigrant work ethic that he inherited from his parents and shared with
many young Americans of his generation. The book then traces Feerick’s career as a lawyer and how he gave up a
lucrative partnership in a prestigious New York City law firm at an early age to accept the office of Dean of the
Fordham School of Law at a fraction of his previous income because he felt it was time to give back something to
the world. John Feerick has consistently shown his commitment to the law as a vocation as well as a profession by
his efforts to protect the rights of the poor, to enable minorities to achieve their rightful places in American society,
and to combat political corruption. That Further Shore is an inspiring memoir of how one humble and decent man
helped to make America a more just and equitable society.
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